Directorate General Pliešovce

Specific Hunting Conditions
Valid from 1st March 2022

Directorate General Pliešovce
Hunting Permit fee – insurance included:
- per week ................................... 150,- €
- per month ............................... 270,- €
- per year ............................... 550,- €

1. Beast hunting permit, excluding wolf, gamebirds, boar piglets and one-year-old boar, is conditioned either by
individual hunt in trophy hunt in ungulates, shared hunt or a number of non-trophy game.
2. Beast hunting, birdgame hunting and non-trophy ungulate hunting is not available in the period from
10th September to 30 th September and 15th October to 15th November. Hunting in the listed game
during this period is possible only in addition to a trophy game hunt.
3. Deer Hunting Permit during the period from 10th September to 30th September is valid up to 7 days. Outside
this period, the deer permit is valid up to 14 days. Hunting Permit for other species is valid up to 14 days.
4. During a 5-days stay on the hunting ground, the guest-hunters are guaranteed as many as 10 hunting walks
(in the morning and in the evening).
5. The minimum number of paying guest-hunters for the shared hunt is 15.
6. Flat fee for one guest-hunter (a group member) includes the following: stand fee, 2 hunting days including
the all-inclusive catering, a dinner on the day of arrival, accommodation for 2 nights, boar shooting fee, transportation across the hunting ground, hunting permit and the insurance. The flat fee is calculated according
to the number of wild boar, regardless of gender and age, shot by the group and regardless of the number of
animals shot by a single hunter.
7. Stand fee for a shared hunt includes transportation fee across the hunting ground and refreshment on site.
8. Trophy preparation placement fee is 100 €.

Transportation fee:
- Passenger car ........................... 0,50 € / km
- SUV .............................................. 0,60 € / km
Contact:
MFE SR, SOE, Pliešovce
Lesnícka 23
962 63 Pliešovce

Forest Management Pliešovce
Hunting Center

Phone: +421 45 / 530 61 33
Mobile: +421 907 467 385
Fax: +421 45 / 530 61 02

Phone: +421 47 / 430 85 55
Mobile: +421 903 297 529
Fax: +421 47 / 430 85 56

E-mail: balandova@vlm.sk

E-mail: bobak@vlm.sk
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